
 
 
 
 
…exquisite corpse…[the recent music of kurt isaacson]_____________________________________________________ 
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accompanying a program from six months ago, i described situations within kurt isaacson’s music where: 
‘…instruments assume manifold characters reminiscent of a thomas pynchon novel gone horribly wrong…’ 
 
this newer work still maintains the surreal fracturing of gestures; the twisted, almost comically demented characters 
habituating an even more illogical dimension. however, in the pieces represented on this program, these musical 
beings are stripped of the more conventional anthropomorphic traits revealing the re-fabrication of their skeletal 
systems: process-based sectional development and deranged counterpoint is interrupted and surgically rearranged 
not only within pieces, but into expanding taxonomies of them [of which lungfish and monk belong]. useless, 
vestigial structures have been replaced by synthetic circuits of wires and resonators, material plates of wood, metal, 
and glass affixed to vocal extensions of the bodies – disparate objects sutured into a hackneyed assemblage of 
instrumental parts and intensely myopic physical actions. eschewing the more malleable materials of fat and felt, 
kurt’s forms are constructed by precisely jamming these tensile systems and ossified structures together, held by the 
tautness of exertive effort of the performer under extreme duress. there are no buoys with which to leisurely float in 
this fabricated world, no protected carnival ride through the backstage labyrinth of this medievalized freak show: we 
must enter their natural habitat.  
 
a concatenation of partial limbs – anthropomorphic gestural stumps stitched to deformed, malfunctioning 
animatronic parts – an advanced, denatured cybernetic species constructed of very few precious materials. a lot of 
my language thus far may wax a bit too poetic into the abstract habitats of these pieces, but i would like to posit 
that these fabricated identities now concretely exist in real time; they can be unearthed in the unforgiving fusion 
between degraded instruments and their performers (or caretakers?), who are limited to occupying an occlusive set 
of rote, repetitive, (re)stylized actions. even the instruments’ morphology explicitly mirrors the (de)generative effects 
of some unknown pre-imagined radiation: added bells sprout from the euphonium’s removed tuning slides [monk], 
a piano only used for its buzzing insides [legal beast language], a trumpet electronically wired to a resonating 
electrified snare drum [contagion…].  
 
‘species’ is an apt name for these collections of works – through various non-idiomatic performance strategies they 
have the potential to transform us as human performers into non-human, post- [or pre-?] digital beings inhabiting 
this depleted illusionistic world. these stilted pieces have gone beyond mere fantasy: there is an intense ambiguity at 
hand …is the performer Becoming Animal, or merely representing the ‘animalesque’? asking hypothetically: what 
kind of a sound would the formaldehyde-encased shark create if it were allowed to speak, rather than its infamous 
creator?  
 
despite my makeshift linguistic connection balancing between biomedical terminology and rhetoric of instrumental 
composition, in these sets of pieces there is no relishing in the site of incision, no shock-and-awe morbidity, no gory 
materiality for its own sake. some creatures remain suspended; cryogenically preserved; trapped motionless in some 
amber-like substance; the extensive use of repetition acting more as a restricting cage than empowered iterations of 
an alternate subjectivity. other beings carry a limping, asymmetrical gait, newly exploring their reconstructed 
nervous systems, yet tentative to leave the sonic confines of their pieces. […it’s almost as if donald judd’s plexiglas 
boxes made an illicit pact with the repulsively deconstructed bodies held within paul thek’s preservation tanks, 
producing some impossibly straight-edged corpulent species…]. with kurt’s recent music there is instead an 
empathetic distance to these hybrids, a stainless-steel coldness implicit within these pieces – the frankenstein 
experiments have already occurred and terminated; the results cautiously released back into the wild.  
 
these metaphorical creatures temporarily live among us, they may even temporarily inhabit the bodies of our 
companions, but they aren’t for us. we must ascertain our relationship to them – are we prey? can we cohabitate? 
do they even need us for their survival? they may choose to feed on us, they may not even perceive us. 
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